
                          THE VISION OF A BOAT NAMED "DESTINY"

"boat" - a vessel for transport by water, constructed to provide buoyancy and shaped to give
stability and permit propulsion; a vessel of any size built for navigation on a river or other inland
body of water;

VISION:

I saw a "boat" with the name "Destiny" written on its side. I saw a person "navigating" the
boat through an extremely dangerous and narrow passage, and there were sharp, jagged rocks on
both sides. As the boat neared the end of the passage there was a wide open expanse of water
which came into "full view".

The Father spoke to me and said:

The "boat" is representative in this instance of the entire sphere of one's own physical
existence [the vessel that allows one to carry out their physical walk in the earth]. 

The name "Destiny" on the side of the boat is representative of the fact that the vessel
[boat] is moving forward [by faith and obedience] into the "fullness" of their precious destiny, in
Christ.

The person "navigating" was not navigating in their own strength and understanding [for
that would SURELY lead to "shipwreck"] but, rather, a complete dependence upon Me [My
Grace] - through the continual exercising of faith [love]

...."Holding fast to faith [that leaning of the entire human personality on God in absolute
trust and confidence] and having a good [clear] conscience. By rejecting and thrusting from
them [their conscience], some individuals have made shipwreck of their faith".... 1 Timothy 1:19
The Amplified Translation

The "extremely dangerous and narrow passage" is representative of the narrow path of
perfect love and obedience - and the continued [soulish and demonic] "pressure" [fear,
discouragement, disheartenment etc.] that almost continually surrounds it - with a view to
getting one off course.

...."Enter through the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and spacious and broad is the
way that leads away to destruction, and many are those who are entering through it. But the gate
is narrow [contracted by pressure] and the way is straitened and compressed that leads away to
life, and few are those who find it".... Matthew 7:13-14 The Amplified Translation

The "sharp, jagged rocks" represent the "counterfeit" righteousness [and the words and
actions thereof that have their origin in a spirit of self-righteousness {spiritual pride}] that
"fuels" great persecution and reproach against those who are truly seeking the fullness of their
destiny. Because of these things, it is of the utmost importance for all those truly seeking their



true "Kingdom-position" [and the "entrance" into the fullness of their destiny which is its
spontaneous fruit] to be found walking on the "highway of holiness" - so that, in much the same
way as a "hovercraft", they continually "rise above" [spiritually speaking] [Ephesians 2:6;
Colossians 3:1-3] the "sharp, jagged rocks".

"sharp" - merciless, caustic, or harsh [as in "sharp" words];

"jagged" - having a harsh, rough, or uneven quality;

"hovercraft" - a vehicle that is able to travel across [above] both land and water on a cushion of
air;  

...."A highway will be there, a roadway, and it will be called the Highway of Holiness.
The unclean will not travel on it, but it will be for him who walks that way, and fools will not
wander on[to] it. No lion will be there, nor will any vicious beast go up on it; These will not be
found there. But the redeemed will walk there, and the ransomed of the LORD will return and
come with joyful shouting to Zion, with everlasting joy upon their heads. They will find gladness
and joy, and sorrow and sighing will flee away".... Isaiah 35:8-10 NASB

The fact that the boat "neared the end of the passage" represents the fact that the vessel is
nearing the end of the "particular" [necessary and intense] refining and polishing process [the
work of the Cross by My Spirit - Who is the Spirit of the Cross] that all those who are truly
seeking first the Kingdom [and to be righteously motivated in all things] have "endured" to this
point [a refining and polishing process that has prepared them "perfectly" for entrance into the
fullness of their Kingdom-position and destiny] in "holding fast" [by faith and trust] to the
"vision" [revelation of My Will] that I have placed in their heart.

"end" - the last part or extremity; termination, conclusion;

"passage" - an act or instance of passing [transitioning] from one place, condition etc. to
another;

"endure" - to bear with faith and patience;

 The "wide open expanse of water" [clear sailing] represents the "fullness" of the
Kingdom [and true Kingdom-living] - and the fact that in the Kingdom [the high place] there is
NO enemy that can enter and abide there [no enemy in the camp].

"clear sailing" - easy going; smooth passage;

...."The way of the [consistently] righteous [those living in moral and spiritual rectitude
in every area and relationship of their lives] is level and straight; You, O [Lord], Who are
upright, direct aright and make level the path of the [uncompromisingly] just and righteous"....
Isaiah 26:7 The Amplified Translation



The fact that it ["the fullness of the Kingdom"] came into "full view" is representative of
not only one's entrance into the "fullness" of true Kingdom-position and destiny [in the Glorious
Church] it also represents the fact that as one enters into the fullness of their Kingdom-position
and destiny in this hour ALL of the revelation [vision] abiding within their heart will
supernaturally be both "fused together and expanded" in such a way that their eyes will be
opened wide [from now until the end of the age] to see the "fullness" of My purpose [as they
never have been able to before] in any given moment - for both themselves and for all those in
their "sphere of existence" [on both a "practical" and Eternal level].

"practical" - of, pertaining to, or concerned with ordinary [daily] activities;


